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About This Game

Freedom Fall is a diabolical down-scrolling platformer set in a prison tower so tall it touches the clouds. Presented with hand
painted art, its old school vibe mixes with fast-paced free falling action and a story with both dark wit and heart. With the

promise of freedom for those who escape, find your way through the traps and mechanical monstrosities set up by a twisted
princess who you'll wish was in another castle. As your bid for freedom continues you start to see that things aren't quite as they
seem. In the end you'll determine who is guilty and who is innocent … but until then there are lots of deathtraps to avoid, killer

balloons to bounce off, jetboards to ride and even a dragon to fight!
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Publisher:
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Picked this game up during the Oz day sale, figured it would help to support the Aussie game industry.
This is an absolute gem of a game.
It has some of the best humour in a game I have played recently but it is subtle in how it is done, basically just writing in the
background telling the story.
Gameplay wise it is quite simple, get down the tower to the bottom of the level. # challenge points on the way, speed, deaths and
collecting. par time and leaderboards for those who like that style of competition. It controls well and I don't think I ever felt
like I died due to control issues.

TIme wise it look me around 2 hours to complete all the levels on my first playthrough. Will get a chunk more as I go for par
times on the different levels. Also there seems to be multiple ending and difficulty levels so will try that out as well.
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